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JUDGMENT  

DR.TANZILUR-RAHMAN, CHIEF JUSTICE.--  This Shariat 

Petition challenges section 34 of the Pakistan Penal Code, on the ground 

of its being repugnant to the Injunctions of Islam as laid down in the 

Holy Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ( 4r4s. din ,p). The 

said section is reproduced as under:- 

"5.34:When a criminal act is done by several persons, in 

furtherance of the common intention of all, each of such 

persons is liable for that act in the same manner as if it 

were done by him alone." 

According to section 34, when a criminal act is done by several persons, 

in furtherance of the common intention of all, each of such persons is 

liable for that act in the same manner as if it were done by him alone. 

2. The contention of the petitioner is that in Islam there is no 

punishment for intention. Reliance has been placed on the following verse:- 

.).) • ;.).; 15 a  

t 
"No bearer of the burden can bear the burden of others." 

(Al-Qur'an 165:6). 

It, however, seems relevant to also quote the following verses of the Holy 

Qur'an:- 

6 :L.:tali C.' L15- 

"Every soul will be held in pledge for its deeds." 

( Al-Qur'an 79: 38) . 

L la1/2.Js cst-S L. I__QJ • 

"In his favour shall be whatever good he does, and against 

him whatever evil he does" (Al-Qur'an 2:286). 

9a5C., 
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Ftijs L, js YU,* plcsole" 

°If you have to respond to an attack (in argument)respond 

only to the extend of the attack levelled against you 

(Al-Qur'an 16:126) . 

" L3/43/4se1 /4.1s. )13" 

"And Whatever (wrong) any human being Commits rest upon 

himself alone' (Al-Qur'an 6:164) 

According to the above verses of the Holy Qur'an the basic 

principle of Islamic criminal justice seems to be that the person who 

commits a crime, he alone,•  would be liable to punishment for the commission 

of the crime and no other person would be liable in his place. 

As regards the contention of the petitioner that there is no 

punishment for mere intention,the following Ahadith ( ) seem 

to be relevant and are thus quoted below:- 

1) "It is reported from the Holy Prophet ( 1.1„.3 cis. LI 01_0) to 

have said that - 

a—, jam., ,J L c' Lf: j 1 L3:4 I L.)" 

( A 1 Jo c  al. (1.1 .114.J1 )"rit 5 1 

"'Allah Almighty has exempted their followers from any c. 

penalty-for what is in their hearts unless it is trahslated 

iritd dtiBn 

It is also reported from the Holy Prophet ( I L91.0) to 

have said that - 

Lselait, rA 4.1,75 Litiak. rib cr" 

t C.) Is: IL7- 1-1.  

l'The person who intends to do any virtuous act but does not 

perform it, a reward shall be written in his account and the 
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person who intends to commit a crime but for some reason, 

does not act upon it in such circumstance, nothing shall be 

recorded against him." 

Abu Zahra, a renowned jurist of Egypt in his Al-Jarima wal 'Uquba 

fil Shari'ah Al-Islamia ( ;Lt. )1_,,,Y1 

 

-o.L.J I LI r...7j I ) page 350 

 

writes that - 

L,41 u_Js. 

"Mere intention is not subject to punishment (unless it is 

done practically." 

9. On account of this principle mere intention ( ) not 

coupled with any preparation or attempt to translate the intention( 

into action is not liable for any punishment. Thus even after having an 

intention to commit a crime followed by preparation to commit it 

( LarjejJ j_te,suall ), if a crime is not committed for some reason the 

mere intention or preparation is not liable to punishment specified for 

the crime itself, unless the prepathtion by itself is a crime. 

7 - The petitioner also submitted that " jl..11....:1" the 

actions (liable to reward) go with intentions. This phrase is, in fact, 

a part of a long Hadith ( ) of the Holy Prophet ( I,Lo) 

narrated from him by Hazrat Umar. This Hadith is narrated by Imam 

Bukhari in his Sahih ( ) as first Hadith under Kitab al-Wahi 

( ) and is also mentioned in Al-Mishkat ( ) as the 

first hadith under• Kitab al-Iman ( c.,Lay  )11 ) After the above 

part of the Hadith the Holy Prophet ( e_tip 41.11 oLo ) said: 
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L.. :sr. ill L..1 3  

i.e. a human being will get (in result) what he intends for. 

It was then stated by the Holy Prophet in the said Hadith that: 

j „DI oil cy.7-sti. 41 5— j 3  AD 0.1 I 4.::)..".sb 

dr.JI L I 1..„. 1,1 l JI cy  

"i.e. who migrates with the intention to seek pleasure of Allah 

and His Apostle, his migration from Makka to Madina will be 

for the sake of Allah and His Apostle and who migrates (from 

Makka to Madina) for worldly gain or marrying with certain 

woman, his migration will be relatable to that intention with 

which he migrated." 

Therefore, it can be inferred easily that if one performs a bad deed with 

good intention, the badness of that action will remain there, e.g. if a 

person steals another's property with the intention that he will help the 

poor with that stolen property .1j1,), the mere intention will not 

render the theft as lawful. The theft will remain theft and he will be 

liable to punishment in accordance with law. No matter the intention of 

committing theft may be good. 

• In so far as the question of doing an act jointly in 

furtherance of common intention and its liability. on each of them is 

concerned, it seems pertinent to refer, to an incident occurred during 

the days of Umar, the second Caliph. It is narrated in Al-Musannaf 

Abi Shaibah ( ) Vol:IX page 347 that - 

04/:JtU Lt  

U &Lai4 (SW I .
1 IA c) c.i I.  A  

• 
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;11,J13 ' Lj_!- 4,J1 ()UJ 1 jzi • Liu, Lai 

taJl,jJ,2..JI 0.9 1,-.0 I d° Let01 

t,fl L:7.S ‘) ,.; 14 I 3I ts>U  ij..1
4
1
1 
 j,J. 1 1 1 ii1 ()HU 1 

4IpL jJ :SI 1 (..ceari 1 c.J 1 ‘.4i 

( ri Y jai cn13:-.2.) 7,0L js1 

"The husband of a woman of a city San'a disappeared by 

leaving her step-son in the house. In his absence, the woman 

had illicit relation with a person and said to her friend that 

this child will nickname them by disclosing their relation and . 

asked him to kill the child when he refused to do so she 

discontinued her illicit relation with him. Ultimately, the woman, 

her friend, her servant and another person jointly agreed to 

kill the child. After killing, they cut his body into pieces and 

then threw it into a well. When the incident came to the 

knowledge of the people the Governor of Yemen arrested the 

persons concerned. He and other culprits made confession 

before him. The Governor of Yemen brought the matter into 

the notice of Hazrat Umar. In reply, Hazrat Umar ordered 

him to kill all of them and said "By God, if all the inhabitants 

of San'a participated in committing this crime, I would have 

killed all of them." 

9. The same incident has been stated in Al-Mufiqat  by Imam 

.Shatibi. It reads as under:- 

szt. SU I Lyai  4.: ;11majf ,.5 J , .1 ;Lai.- ce JAS. J 

rtL-"J 1 J.:it (.1,1 .4:.t _fiLaa: u_Ll 1 e.1)..)1 

cj t rttiti a; 0 .3.21 ja Lai Sal I 

jib  t gisjs, : t; JAS.. J I I isu trial 1.16_,1).,1, 

4.; cis. tni ;Jot.; 1 1 'a.m.:- (Jai 4ff: 0.-  1 - ; 1 • 

4 air L5:9 ;ESL? a I ,j J Lp..1 dri I J -5;4 • a_41 0.05 

Sal • bx 1 : : jt; v • f t, .14- 
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"Hazrat Umar executed five or seven persons in retaliation 

of a single person, whom they had killed treacherously. 

Because Hazrat deemed it expedient for the protection and 

security of human lives. If several persons are not killed in 

retaliation of a single person, then the crime of human 

massacre will not be completely eradicated by the law of 

retribution. Here wisdom may hesitate, because it does not 

seem to be a protection of human lives to kill several persons 

in retaliation of a single person. It was an Ijtihad of Hazrat 

Umar to have said "If all inhabitants of Santa participated 

jointly in committing this crime, I would have killed all of 

them." The object of this declaration was the protection of 

human lives and to deter other from committing the crime. 

However, Hazrat Umar was not sure about• the correctness 

of his decision until he asked Hazrat Ali that "if you 

apprehended several persons in committing a crime of theft, 

would you order amputation of their hands? Hazrat Ali 

said, yes! "the same, principle would be applied here." Then, 

Hzrat Umar ordered to kill all of them." (Al-Mufiqat fiy 

Asul al-Sharrah,  Labi Ishaque Al-Shatibi Vol.III page 11 

Dar al-Ma'rafat Beirut Lebnon). ' 

10. There is another incident that Hazrat Ali had also ordered 

the execution of three persons in retaliation of killing a single person. 

It is thus so stated in it Ir. )1— I aA,J.LJI ul I If 

as under:- 

tt: I ail 1-k I ..)...-13.11/ Uo I y cvls. J. -3_21 

eli tsil dt aiI I-St:W.  I 

"Likewise, Hazrat Ali also executed many persons in retaliation 

0 
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of one person. This precedent is followed by the majority 

of Jurists and Companions of the Holy Prophet). 

11. Imam Malik, in Mu'atta ( crrl, has also been quoted • as 

saying that if a person catches hold of a person and another lulls him and 

then it is found that he had caught hold of him for being killed, then both 

would be put to death: (Mulatta  : Imam Malik, Vol. II p.  873 Kitabul Aqul - 

Babul-Qisas filqatl) . Its version in Arabic reads as under: - 

J-7-.) •=1—e. J—ty" (se JL JU 7  

" amet.:21 am.a; 1 jj••••,.... 

,71)...11/4 1 L:1 
• 

5-a  

1.1/4 j....1_11 1 6
. 
 ',Uzi.) 

 

tiy-t • 

 

6 .410.11.%Pi 1 1 

12. Maulana Salamat Ali in his translation to Kitabul Ikhtiyar 

&,.-{g11----Lf.tS4,0, known as Islami, Faujdari Qanun  (4,16;s5S:..i-3:5Cift-f-yA 

has also stated on the authority of Al-Kafi that if a group of persons kills 

a person, then the entire• group involved in the murder would be put to 

death in qisas.  (Article 560 p.194). The Arabic text is reproduced as 

j_i _J 3 1 j__7:4 131 " 

1 

la- 3 cJ I a. ell _ad • 

6 :i1„.11 

. In Fiqh terminology, two words Tawafuq,  ( 0 and . 

7/\-- 
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Tamalut  ( J,JL.: ) are very common to denote such a situation. There is, 

however, a bit difference between the Hanafis and rest of the Jurists in 

determining the meaning of Tamalu' ( ). According to Jumhoor(r ) 

Tamalu' is like Tawafus ( jiç  ) "to %commit a crime jointly without having 

prior agreement o conspiracy,that is to say they just agree on the spot to 

commit a crime jointly without prior planning and agreement. While according 

to Maliki Jurists, Tamald (‘).1 ) means to commit a crime jointly by 

several persons in furtherance of cOmmon intention and prior agreement. 

According to them, each member of the group shall be liable to punishment 

specified for the commission of the crime regardless their direct 

participation in the crime. Each of them would be considered as it was 

done individually. 

14. In other words, according to Malikis, mere presence at the spot 

of occurrence of crime with an intention of such commission is sufficient 

s 

to make a person liable to punishment for such crime irrespective of the 

nature of his participation and assistance ( c"1_•:-11 ) According 

to Hanafis, however, all 3participari6( ) shall be punished with a 

punishment of Qisas in the case of murder ( -La 3i ) and the person, who 

after agreement ,merely assists at the place of occurrence,heShoWeversbeaworcle 

Ta'zir punishment which may go to the extent of death punishment but only 

as Ta'zir, not as Qisas. 

According to Shafils and Humbalis, all will be liable to the same 

punishment provided they all intended to commit the said crime and 

participate in the commission of the crime, even if other persons' or persons 
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engage themselves in some minor act like beating with a stick etc.However, 

the preferred opinion " of the Jumhoor of the Fuqaha 

(multitude majority. overwhelming of the Jurists) is that if several persons 

participated in killing a single person, all of them shall be liable to death 

punishment. Their opinion is, in fact, based on the decision of Hazrat Umar 

who had executed seven persons, in retaliation of killing a single person 

and is reported to have said that "if all inhabitants of San'a ( ) 

had participated in committing the said crime, I would have killed all of 

them, as referred to above. 

16. It is reported that there seems to be consensus of opinion 

among the Companions ( ) of the Holy Prophet ( 41 dill 0.1....°) 

that if several persons commit an act of aggression against a single person 

in furtherance of common intention, all of them would be liable to punish- 

ment. It is, however, stated in Al-Muhalla ( ) by Imam Ibn Hazam 

Zahiri that the Companions of the Holy Prophet ( J 4-1:11 ) 

cannot be said to be unanimous as Ma'az bin Jabal, a prominent companion , 

of the Holy Prophet ( d:as Liii L„.1-0 ) is reported to have not agreed 

on the issue of joint liability ( r!;_zsit )with Hazrat Umar and Hazrat Ali. 

Thisp is so stated in Abu Zahra's book " ;jai I 24.,,y-,-1 1"page 402 (ibid). 

17. However,the jurists are of the opinion that if the concept of joint 

liability is ignored,then "Mischief in the land" ( -11---;)will spread on 

earth.The criminals will conspire to commit a crime jointly for the purpose of 

availing acquittal of some of the participarits.flerefcre,it is also in the interest of 

21\__ 
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- • • • ke-eping- peace.  andtannony in-Me sociptyaf the acts committed with common ,•••• 

intention be made punishable for all and each of them for committing such 

crime. 

It appears that this Court in exercise of its sfuolbotojaitisdictiothiudei 

Article 203D( 1) of the Constitution,had issudd:publfc-•••flotide : date d!,3:0t8.R19871tin 

S.S.M.No.41-A of 1987 to examine some of the provisions of the Pakistan 

Penal Code, 1860, including section 34, and had invited the opinions of 

lawyers, jurists and ulama etc. A public notice appeared in the National 

Dailies of Pakistan, both Urdu and English,andtheCourt slatted examination of 

the said section 34 alongwith certain other provisions of the Pakistan Penal 
a. 

Code from 17th to 21st January, 1988 at Islamabad and the matter was heard 

on different dates at Karachi, Lahore and Quetta during 1989 and 1990, 

but there appears to be no judgment written or pronounced in the said 

S. S.M.No.41-A of 1987, with the result that section 34 PPC • now, under 

-.consideration. _ also remained un-decided. 

19. It may, however, be mentioned that in response to the earlier 

publication of public notice in the Dailies of Pakistan, a number of 

Scholars submitted their comments on the different provisions of law in a 

general form. However, Professor Fazle Hadi Qasmi;ofiPeShavar„madabistiomments 

,••••• 
on certain sections of the Pakistan Penal Code as asked for. About 

section 34 his comments are reproduced as below:- 

    

Jib I a,44 l_oLfrJ " J3:9 ‘,.1 -5  

    

Lto js01 Ls &o 0.1 s..G.,•;_al 
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J-teS eso..;.:41 Yc Lfl, J1LJL I e • j 

jasaJI jiSso jj  I LeiL 

jS jsz 4..LtL, les"? cJL 

„r,1 -4 IS sb..?..0 j  I a_13. 45..01 j.z4.J1 3  

j 31) IS j..z (sic eta 4.J 

I P j..), J.04.Sp j.7.? J.aie I au I 

—( 

20. Section 34, as reproduced s'upra  only enacts a rule of 

co-extensive culpability when offence is committed with common intention 

by more than one accused. Meeting of more than one mind in doing an 
. 

act-  (intended or agreed) to an offence can be said to result in having 

common intention in doing . That creates coextensive . 

criminal liability under this section.The principle which is embodied in 

section 34, is participation in sdme act with the common intention of 

committing a crime. If one such participation among more than one person 
• • 

is established section 34 is attracted. The Hon'ble Supreme Court of Pakistan 

in Inam Bux  vs. the State  (PLD 1983 SC 35) has thus held that: 

"Section 34 of the Penal Code, 1860 is intended to meet a case 

in which it may be difficult to distinguish between the acts of 

individual members of a party who act in furtherance of the 

common intention of all. It does not create a distinct offence 

but merely enunciates a principle of joint liability for acts done 

in furtherance of common intention animating the accused 

leading to the doing of a criminal act in furtherance of such 

intention. Common intention usually consists of some or all of 

the following acts; common ,motive, pre-planned preparation and 

concert pursuant of such plan, common intention, however, may 

develop even at the spur of the moment or during the commission 
of the offence. • 

72C_— 
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The principle enunciated is that if two or more persons 

intentionally do a thing jointly the position is just the same 

as if each of them had done it individually by himself." 

21. To understand and appreciate the implications of section 34 it 

seems necessary to also refer to sections 35,37 and 38 PPC . Section 34 deals 

with the doing of separate acts, similar or diverse, by several persons; if 

all are done in furtherance of a common intention, each person is liable 

for the result of them all as if he had done them himself. Section 35 in 

effect provides for a case where several persons join in an act which is 

not per se criminal, but is criminal only if it is done with a criminal 

knowledge or intention; in such a case each of those persons who joins in 

the act with that particular knowledge or intention will be liable for the 

whole act as if it were done by him alone with that knowledge or intention, 

and those who join in the act but have no such knowledge or intention 

will not be liable at all. Section 37, in effect, provies for a case where 

several persons co-operate in the commission of an offence by doing 

separate acts at different times or places, which acts, by reason of 

intervening intervals of time, may not be regarded as one act or which 

may not be necessarily committed with a common intention. Section 38 

provides that if several persons are engaged or concerned in the 

commission of a criminal act, having been set in motion by different 

intentions, they may be guilty of different offences by means of that act. 

This section which is the converse of section 34, provides for different 

punishments for different offences where several persons are concerned 
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in the commission of a criminal act, whether such persons are actuated by 

the one intention or the other. The bask principle which runs through all 

these sections is that an entire act is to be 'attributed to a person who 

may have performed only a fractional part of it. Sections 35,37 and 38 begin 

by accepting this proposition as axiomatic, and each of them then goes on 

to lay down a rule by which the criminal liabiliity of the doer of a 

fractional part (who is to be taken as the doer of the entire act), is to be 

adjudged in different situations of  mens rea.  The axiom itself is laid down 

in section 34 in which emphasis is on the act. What has to be carefully 

noted is that in section 35 and in section 37 and in section 38 this axiom 

that the doer of the fractional act is the doer of the entire act is taken up 

as the basis of a further rule. Without the axiom these sections would not 

work, for it is the foundation on which they all stand. Reference may be 

made to Sultan  v. Emperor,  (AIR 1931 Lah.749(750) and Ibra Akanda  v. 

Emperor (AIR 1944 Ca1.339(358):45 Cr.L.J 771). 

22. Mr.Iftikhar Hussain Chaudhary, learned counsel for the 

Federal Government submitted that the principle of collective responsibility 

is well established in history. The Holy Qur'an mentions extinction of the 

tribes of 'Ad and Thamud. These people had abandoned the worship of true 

god and lapsed into incorrigible idolatry. To 'Ad, Hazrat Bud was sent but 

they did not believe him and the tribe was obliterated from the face of the 

earth by a hot and suffocating wind that blew for seven nights and eight 

days without intermission and was accompanied by a terrible earth quake. 

r(4,- 
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Chief Justice to .14.4i/2- 
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fief a6e,(4  AL 7z/in:f- 
t,' 

Islamabad, 
the a 
ABDUL' RAH A,/*' **  
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The idolatrous tribe of Thamud was bestowed with the presence of Hazrat Sall 

but the unbelievers persisted in their incorrigible impiety and a violent 

storm overtook them and they were found prostrate on their breats in their 

abodes. Thus, groups, tribes, people or nations were given punishment for 

their collective wrongr doings and males, females and children were treated all] 

The above instances, as quoted by the learned Standing Counsel 

for the Federation, seem to be out of context as they relate to the law of 

creation/extinction ( 1s:p.1.096" )whereas we are at the moment concernec 

with the legislaticin ( 1 /2911 )as to the law of crime and punishment. 

It may thus be stated that an individual involved in a criminal 

act may not be sufficiently motivated to execute his criminal design but aided 

abetted; and encouraged by the presence and participation of others may 

provide him the sufficient tools to complete the offence. The culpability of 

all the accused in such cases (s co-extensive and embraces the principal actc 

and his accessories to 'the act. All the participants with common intention 

deserve like treatment to be meted out to them in law. 

We are, therefore, of the considered view that the above section 

34 PPC does not offend any injunction of Islam, laid down in the Holy 

Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ( /Le ) 

The petition is, therefore, dismissed being without merit. 
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